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Thank you for the opportunity to submit this testimony on behalf of the National Women’s Law
Center. The National Women’s Law Center has been working since 1972 to secure and defend women’s
legal rights and opportunities, and to help women and families achieve economic security.
Maryland made important strides in strengthening its equal pay laws by passing the Equal Pay
for Equal Work Act in 2016, but there are a number of practices that aren’t clearly prohibited by that law
that are causing—often inadvertently—gender and racial pay disparities to be perpetuated throughout
Marylanders’ careers, Maryland businesses, and the Maryland economy. In a recent Harvard Business
Review study, a significant percentage of employers who conduct pay equity audits found that relying
on applicants’ salary history is a key driver of gender wage gaps within their company.1
With SB 217 we have found a proven tool for helping employers proactively avoid wage
gaps in their company and for helping close Maryland’s crushing wage gaps. Research into one of
the states that passed legislation in 2017 prohibiting employers from relying on salary history, like SB
217 provides, shows that the legislation has already measurably helped narrow gender wage gaps in the
state.2 Likewise, research shows that providing applicants the salary range for a position—which SB 217
requires if an applicant asks for it—helps narrow gender wage gaps.3
SB 217 gives employers an easy-to-follow tool for creating a more efficient and effective
way of attracting and matching with applicants and setting pay and also avoiding introducing bias
and wage gaps into the hiring process. By providing employers a tool to proactively avoid unjustified
gender wage gaps, SB 217 also helps insulate them from costly pay discrimination litigation.
We urge a favorable report for this simple, high-impact, proven tool for closing the wage gap.
I.

Relying on salary history perpetuates gender and racial wage gaps

Because women in Maryland are systematically paid less than men, employers who rely on
salary history to select job applicants and to set new hires’ pay will tend to perpetuate gender- and racebased disparities in their workforce, condemning women to perpetually depressed salaries throughout
their career.

In Maryland, women overall are typically paid 86 cents for every dollar paid to men. Black
women and Native women are paid only 69 cents and 72 cents, respectively, for every dollar paid to
white, non-Hispanic men. And the gap is even larger for Maryland’s Latinas, who make only 47 cents
for every dollar made by white, non-Hispanic men—the fourth largest wage gap for Latinas in the
country. 4 These gaps start early in women’s careers. Just one year after college graduation, women are
paid just 82 percent of what their similarly educated and experienced male peers are paid.5
There are several reasons why women will typically be responding to the dreaded “What is
your salary history” question with lower prior salaries than men. And they have nothing to do
with women’s skill, knowledge, experience, negotiation abilities, or fit for the job.
First, it is well-documented that women, and especially women of color, still face overt
discrimination and unconscious biases in the workplace, including in pay.6 By using a person’s salary
history to evaluate her suitability for a position or to set her salary, new employers allow past
discrimination to drive hiring and pay decisions. Moving to a new job can be the best opportunity
women have to increase their pay, but employers’ reliance on salary history forces women to carry pay
discrimination with them from job to job.
Second, women are more likely to have worked in lower paid, female-dominated professions
that pay low wages simply because women are the majority of workers in the occupation and “women’s
work” is valued less.7 Relying on applicants’ salary histories to set salaries perpetuates the systemic
undervaluing of women’s work, even where women are entering male-dominated or mixed-gender
industries. We regularly hear about women who are doing the same work as their male counterparts and
have comparable experience, but are being paid less because, for instance, the woman’s past experience
was in the non-profit or government sector, whereas the man’s was in the higher-paying private sector.
Third, women still shoulder the majority of caregiving responsibilities and are more likely than
men to have to reduce their hours or leave the workforce to care for children and other family members.8
Asking about salary history harms women seeking to reenter the workforce or increase their hours, since
their last salary may no longer reflect current market conditions or their current qualifications. In fact, in
2015, the federal Office of Personnel Management (OPM) issued a new policy discouraging government
agencies from relying primarily on candidates’ prior salary in setting their pay, explaining that
“[r]eliance on existing salary to set pay could potentially adversely affect a candidate who is returning to
the workplace after having taken extended time off from his or her career or for whom an existing rate
of pay is not reflective of the candidate’s current qualifications or existing labor market conditions.”9
Relying on salary history in the pay setting process compounds the negotiation
disadvantages that women and people of color already experience. Research has documented that
women who negotiate their salaries are already at a disadvantage because they are perceived as greedy,
demanding, not nice, and less desirable candidates, leading to lower starting pay.10 And when a new
employer requests a candidate’s prior salary information, they are likely to anchor salary negotiations
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around the prior salary, with only small room for adjustment,11 thereby further entrenching, even if
unwittingly, gender and racial disparities in the candidate’s new salary.
Reliance on salary history not only disadvantages women and people of color in hiring,
negotiation, and setting pay, it also negatively impacts subsequent raises, bonuses, and promotions
that are tied to the employee’s initial salary. Over time, those lower salaries add up to huge losses that
affect an employee’s and her family’s financial well-being and ultimately her retirement. The class
action law suit Beck v. Boeing,12 settled in 2004 for $72.5 million, is a poignant example of this
destructive dynamic. Boeing set the salaries of newly hired employees as their immediate past pay plus a
hiring bonus which was set as a percent of their past salary. Raises were also set as a percentage of an
employee’s salary. Boeing claimed it set pay based on a neutral policy, but since women had lower
average prior salaries than men, these pay practices led to significant gender disparities in earnings that
compounded over time and could not be justified by performance differences or other objective criteria.
In short, salary history is not a neutral, objective or unbiased factor that accurately reflects
a candidate’s qualifications, suitability, interest in a position, or their market value. Several courts
have rejected employers’ arguments that basing pay on salary history alone is a neutral “factor other
than sex” justifying paying women less.13 These courts point to the fact that salary histories reflect
historical discriminatory market forces.14 The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has
explained since 2000 that “permitting prior salary alone as a justification for a compensation disparity
‘would swallow up the rule and inequality in compensation among genders would be perpetuated.’”15
Nevertheless, many employers continue to rely on salary history in setting pay and some courts have
broken with the EEOC’s position on salary history, and have permitted employers to rely on employees’
salary history to justify paying women less for the same work.16 This makes it all the more important to
enact legislation clearly banning the harmful use of salary history in the hiring process.
II.

Relying on salary history hurts Marylanders and businesses across the board

Employers who use salary history to screen applicants or set pay unfairly block many other types
of qualified applicants from fair pay and much-needed employment opportunities. Relying on salary
history can lead to depressed wages for individuals who have previously worked in the public sector or
in nonprofits and are moving into the private sector. And it can deprive older individuals with higher
salaries who are looking to change jobs or re-enter the workforce the opportunity to be considered for
lower paying jobs they might seek.17
By relying on salary history, employers also appear to be unjustifiably limiting their talent pool.
A recent study showed that when salary history information was taken out of the equation, the
employers studied ended up widening the pool of workers under consideration and interviewing and
ultimately hiring individuals who had made less money in the past.18
III.

Secrecy around salary range information perpetuates gender and racial wage gaps
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When an employer asks a job applicant what his or her salary expectations are without providing
the applicant any information about the pay for the position, women and people of color lose out.
Studies show that women often ask for less when they negotiate than men, even when the women
applicants are otherwise equally qualified. 19 That may be, in part, because it is a common practice for
job applicants to ask for an amount that is a 10 to 20 percent increase over their prior salary.20 Given that
women and people of color are typically paid less than white, non-Hispanic men, they would have to
request a particularly large percentage increase over their current pay for their request to be on par with
their white, non-Hispanic male counterparts.
Since employers tend to anchor salary negotiations, consciously or subconsciously, on the job
applicant’s first request, providing applicants with a salary range that the employer is willing to pay
helps level the negotiating playing field and reduces gender and racial wage gaps. Studies show that
when job applicants are clearly informed about the context for negotiations, including the salary range,
women are more willing to negotiate, more successful in negotiating, and the gender wage gap
narrows.21 The much narrower wage gap in the public sector, where agencies typically have transparent
and public pay structures, is further evidence that greater salary range transparency helps reduce wage
disparities. Nationally, the gender-based wage gap for all full-time workers, based on median earnings,
is 20 percent, but in the federal government, where pay rates are publicly available,22 the gender-based
wage gap in 2012 was 13 percent.23
Unfortunately, many employers, especially in the private sector, are not transparent about pay
ranges for positions even though, according to a study by payscale.com, 85 percent of employers use
pay ranges to structure compensation programs.24 Even if they don’t have established pay ranges, all
employers must budget an amount for the position for which they are hiring. But when employers hold
all of the salary information, they are at a significant advantage in negotiating the lowest possible salary
and women and people of color lose out.
IV.

SB 217 is a proven tool for closing persistent gender and racial wage gaps and creating
more efficient and effective negotiations for employers and applicants

SB 217 does two simple things: (1) prohibits employers from seeking and relying on salary history
to evaluate applicants and set pay, and (2) requires employers to provide an applicant the salary range
for a position if the applicant asks for it. SB 217 has been intentionally drafted to allow negotiations and
pay discussions to flow freely and naturally between employers and applicants while reducing the bias
that is, often inadvertently, introduced in that process. This type of legislation is proven to work:
research shows that legislation prohibiting employers from relying on salary history helps to narrow
gender wage gaps,25 as does the practice of providing job applicants the wage range for a position.26
A. Ending the detrimental reliance on salary history
Under the bill, an employer is prohibited from seeking and relying on the prior salary of a job
applicant in screening or considering the applicant for employment or in determining his or her wages.
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These provisions will help ensure that job applicants are evaluated and compensated based on their
experience, skills, accomplishments, track record, and the responsibilities they will be assuming, not
their gender or race, nor their apparent value to a previous employer or other factors unrelated to an
applicant’s fit for the job.
An employer can still ask for an applicant’s salary requirements or expectations to help them
attract an applicant or match with candidates—they just can’t ask applicants for one data point: salary
history. Recognizing that an applicant might naturally volunteer his or her salary history in the course of
pay discussions to support a request for higher pay than initially offered, the bill explicitly makes clear
that an applicant can volunteer their salary history and the employer may rely on that information to
support paying a higher wage than that offered by the employer. An employer can also seek to verify the
salary history that an applicant has volunteered.
B. Requiring disclosure of the salary range for a position, upon request
SB 217 would also require employers to provide a job applicant the wage range for a position to
which they are applying, if the applicant requests it. Employers know the general range they are willing
to pay for a position based on their budget. This bill simply requires employers to be transparent about
that range for a particular position if an applicant requests it. The bill does not require an employer to
ultimately pay the applicant within the range they provide. Thus, for instance, if an employer loses a
business grant or realizes they can’t attract the qualifications they need with the original range they had
in mind or decides to give a chance to someone with significant potential but fewer years experience
than initially sought, they can pay outside of the range they had initially provided.
Providing applicants the salary range for a position is a tool that can help an employer more
efficiently and accurately match with candidates whose salary requirements are aligned with what the
employer can offer. And it is proven to help employers narrow the gender wage gaps that otherwise arise
in negotiations because women tend to ask for less than men, even when equally qualified. The bill will
help level the negotiating playing field and ensure that Marylanders are paid a fair salary based on what
the job is worth and not their perceived negotiation skills. This provision builds on Maryland’s
commitment to pay transparency and is a crucial addition to the pay transparency protections Maryland
enacted two years ago ensuring that employees can discuss their pay with each other free from fear of
retaliation.
V.

SB 217 is Good for Maryland Businesses

In addition to giving employers a tool to more efficiently, accurately, and effectively hire,
negotiate, and set pay, as described above, SB 217 would strengthen Maryland businesses and the
business climate in other ways. Most practically, SB 217 will give employers a tool to proactively avoid
unjustified gender wage gaps and help insulate themselves from costly pay discrimination litigation.
SB 217 will also help Maryland businesses attract and retain talent. As a human resources
professional stated in Forbes, the practice of asking for salary history is “intrusive and heavy-handed . . .
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It's a Worst Practice . . . It hurts an employer’s brand and drives the best candidates away.”27
Eliminating pay practices that many employees recognize as deeply unfair and increasing transparency
around pay for a position also benefits employers’ bottom line because it increases the likelihood that
employees will believe they are paid fairly, which in turn promotes employee engagement and
productivity.28
Recognizing these benefits and the unfairness of relying on salary history, small and large
businesses in Maryland and throughout the country, including Bank of America, Progressive, Cisco
Systems, Amazon, American Express, Facebook, Google, GoDaddy, Starbucks, and Wells Fargo, have
announced they are not asking applicants for salary history.29 And some companies are also making
salary information available to both employees and the general public.30 One of these, GoDaddy,
includes salary level and range for a given position on each employee’s pay statement.
VI.

By Passing SB 217, Maryland Would Finally Join the Movement of States Seeking to
Ban Reliance on Salary History and Increase Salary Range Transparency

Since 2016, there has been a groundswell of support across the country for legislation prohibiting
reliance on salary history. Thirteen states have passed laws prohibiting both private and public sector
employers from relying on salary history: Delaware, New Jersey, New York, Illinois, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Vermont, Maine, Oregon, Hawaii, California, Colorado and Washington. All of these laws
have passed with bipartisan support.
Many localities have also passed these laws, including Kansas City, Missouri; Cincinnati, OH;
New York City, and San Francisco. Additionally, Governors in Pennsylvania, North Carolina, New
Jersey, New York, Illinois, and Michigan have issued Executive Orders banning the use of salary history
in setting pay for state employees and Washington, D.C. has prohibited reliance on salary history by
District agencies.
States are also increasingly considering provisions requiring employers to provide the salary
range for a position. Colorado, Washington, and California also included in their salary history
legislation provisions requiring employers to either provide the salary range for a position in the job
announcement or provide it to the job applicant if they request it. Many more states this session are
considering such salary range transparency requirements, from Indiana to Massachusetts.
VI. Conclusion
Ending reliance on salary history and requiring employers to provide applicants with the salary
range for a position upon request are crucial steps towards closing the wage gap. And since the wage
gap has barely budged in more than a decade, we need to take action now. We urge the members of this
Committee to once again stand up for working people in Maryland by supporting SB 217.
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